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Worldwide launch app ‘Refugee Friend’ 

9-3-2022  

Today the app 'Refugee Friend' has been launched worldwide. This app supports refugees 

worldwide to easily find addresses of citizens who want to lend them a helping hand. So that their 

arduous journey can be eased. 

A team of app developers and user interface specialists have been working hard on the app in recent 

times. Due to the crisis in Ukraine, the team has increased its efforts and accelerated the delivery 

process resulting in this launch. 

The initiator was inspired by the good people in Poland, who put green lamps in their windows to tell 

refugees that they are very welcome and can knock on their door for help. This app is a green light on 

steroids. After all: most people want to help but often don't know how. 

Refugees can search on a map in the app for people, anywhere, who want to help them. Helpers can 

register and offer 5 categories of help. This includes accommodation, food, sanitation, medical 

assistance and transport. The help is shown by means of multicolored markers on Google maps. The 

colors correspond to the different auxiliary types. The refugee can filter on the aid types on the map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is also an SOS button. A refugee in acute need can therefore activate all helpers within a radius 

of 50 kilometers. They may decide to go to the refugee. At the moment the app is still in English. The 

next version will be multilingual. It will also be made possible that refugees can report abuses in 

image and sound. So human rights violations can be brought to attention and to justice. 

The app can be downloaded in the app store and the play store for iOS and Android smartphones. 

For more information, please contact Refugee Friend at info@refugeefriend.com 

Website: www.refugeefriend.com 
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